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Bosch Rated as a Leading Vendor in
MachNation’s 2020 IoT Device Management
ScoreCard

MachNation rated the IoT DM vendors across
a set of requirements spanning four distinct
categories. The four categories of requirements
consist of 18 sub-requirements that are the
underlying bases of MachNation’s evaluation.
The four categories are:
•
•
•
•

Lifecycle management
Architecture and security
Integration
Business and strategy

MachNation believes it helpful to classify vendors by their relevant business characteristics
and IoT device management technology capabilities. This 2x2 matrix shown as Figure 1 helps
decision makers understand vendors’ positions
from a business perspective and the strengths
of their device management offering.
MachNation’s 2020 IoT Device Management
ScoreCard includes the following vendors
(listed alphabetically):
Amazon, Amplia, Arm, AVSystem, Ayla
Networks, Blynk IoT, Bosch, Harman, Microsoft,
Nokia, Particle, PTC, and Software AG. See
Figure 2.
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SOPHISTICATION OF CAPABILITIES

The IoT device management (DM) space
is one of the most important and complex
technology areas of the Internet of Things (IoT).
Enterprises realize that support for IoT devices
in a heterogeneous environment enables
them to launch new services, create revenue
opportunities, and minimize solution support
costs.
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MachNation selected a group of participating
vendors that adequately represent the diversity
of approaches and sizes in this burgeoning IoT
DM market. No vendor was charged a fee to
participate in MachNation’s IoT DM ScoreCard.
Methodology
The MachNation 2020 IoT Device Management
ScoreCard was started in Q1 2020 and completed in Q2 2020. Vendors that agreed to participate in the ScoreCard received an Excel-based
questionnaire asking them to disclose details
about strategic and technical aspects of their
IoT device management solutions. Following
completion of the questionnaire, MachNation
conducted a follow-up telephone call to ask
refining questions generated by the vendor’s
questionnaire responses. The call also allocated time for a live product demo. Additional requests for information and clarification from the
MachNation team were addressed via email or
additional calls.
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Findings
MachNation suggests that enterprises evaluate
a vendor’s device management capabilities
based on four requirement categories:
excellent device lifecycle management, a
cogent architecture and security, capable
integration model, and an established and
forward-thinking business strategy. Leveraging
these requirements, enterprises can ensure
that they are selecting a best-in-class device
management vendor.
Lifecycle Management
Lifecycle management refers to the ability of a
DM solution to provide capabilities for common
operational tasks relating to the management
of devices or gateways. A leading DM solution
must provide capabilities for initial asset rollout
such as onboarding or software deployment. It
must also provide capabilities for asset configuration and ongoing operational maintenance
such as diagnostics, monitoring, and alerting.
An efficient and capable operational management layer is key to providing cost-effective
support of connected assets over the course
of their service life. MachNation evaluates an
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IoT DM vendor’s lifecycle management functionality in 5 key areas: software and firmware
management; monitoring, alerting and dashboards; bulk device management; diagnostics,
logging, and troubleshooting; and remote configuration and remote actions.
Architecture and Security
The architecture of a DM platform is crucial
to ensure a solution functions effectively
at the time of initial deployment, scales to
production levels, and affordably serves the
customer over the implementation lifetime. A
high-quality technical implementation without
an excellent underlying DM architecture is an
easily made, but inevitably expensive mistake
for a customer. MachNation has identified four
evaluation criteria for overall DM architecture:
security model, productization, scalability of
the platform, and flexibility of the multi-tenant/
multi-customer offering.
Integration
One of the most daunting prospects for any
solutions provider is choosing an IoT DM that
integrates efficiently with existing hardware
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and software assets while also providing a
well-defined path for new asset deployments.
MachNation believes that an effective DM platform should provide appropriate programmatic
and non-programmatic resources to enable integration of managed and unmanaged devices
into the platform and to provide the ability to
make sensor and machine data available to external systems. MachNation evaluates an IoT
DM vendor’s integration functionality in five key
areas: platform API capability and extensibility;
device SDK and API integration; connectivity
management; device data egress capability;
and developer usability.
Business Strategy
There are several business and strategy characteristics of leading DM vendors that will
maximize their chances of market success by
having the proper amount of internal resources
and market presence. MachNation has identified four areas of requirements for successful
business and strategy characteristics including the size of the vendor’s overall business,
the vendor’s DM vision, its technology enabler
partners, and its business enabler partners.
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FIGURE 3

MachNation IoT Device Management ScoreCard: Overall Scores (pg. 1 of 2)
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FIGURE 3

MachNation IoT Device Management ScoreCard: Overall Scores (pg. 2 of 2)
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customers will save time and money standing
up their IoT solution in a single service for
their connected assets.

Bosch.IO (Bosch IoT Suite)
Bosch.IO Overview
Bosch.IO is the newly formed subsidiary
of Bosch Group that consists of the former
Bosch Software Innovations group and other specialized Bosch IoT groups. All together
Bosch.IO is comprised of over 900 expert
staff focused exclusively on IoT solutions and
innovations. Bosch Group is a global engineering company with leadership positions
in areas including the automotive industry,
power tools, security, and home appliances.
The Bosch IoT Suite is a group of independent
but tightly coupled software services used to
provide core IoT functionality. The Bosch IoT
Suite, the firm’s Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS),
can be hosted in different environments including the Bosch IoT Cloud or the customer’s
own private cloud infrastructure. Bosch IoT
Suite is used as a platform for IoT solutions
in verticals offered by Bosch and its partners.
Bosch IoT Remote Manager has been
integrated with Bosch IoT Things. Bosch
continues to unify its IoT services into a more
complete and feature-rich package. The
integration of Remote Manager into Things
provides customers with added control over
their devices in the field. By unifying services
for digital-twin management (Things) and
device management (Remote Manager)
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Bosch IoT Rollouts is an efficient software
update orchestration tool. With a pleasing
UI and simplified device views, IoT Rollouts
is a solution accelerator and a tool well suited
for managing device software in large-scale
deployments. IoT Rollouts can be used to
create “Auto-Assignments” associated with
device types or attributes. So when a new device is provisioned, it can automatically install
the necessary software as designated by the
deployment manager. In addition, software
update campaigns can be scheduled, executed, granularly controlled, and monitored.
This reduces time and complexity for continuously scaling deployments.
Bosch.IO completes systematic IoT performance and scalability testing of IoT Suite
services. Bosch tests its underlying services
and end-to-end IoT solutions for its customers. Regular performance and scalability
testing of an IoT platform’s underlying services provides customers with assurance
that an IoT platform will perform at production scale. In the era of Covid-19, these types
of tests also validate an IoT solution’s ability
to meet business continuity requirements.
By testing basic data ingestion, device management features and analytics capabilities,
IoT vendors provide a strong customer value
proposition and more appropriate (and profitable) set of SLAs to their customers.
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Conclusion
Based on MachNation’s in-depth analysis of
13 IoT DM vendors, MachNation rates Bosch
as a leading IoT device management vendor.

MachNation is exclusively dedicated to testing and benchmarking Internet of Things
(IoT) platforms, middleware, and services. MachNation owns and runs MachNation IoT
Test Environment (MIT-E), the industry’s only independent, hands-on, benchmarking
lab for IoT platforms. MachNation testers, developers, and analysts provide guidance
to industrial enterprises, the world’s leading IT vendors, and communication service
providers. MachNation participates in many of the world’s most exclusive IoT events
and contributes regularly to leading IoT and business press.
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